Isidoro and his family of 6 moved to the San Juan de Limay region four years ago. They all participate in running the family farm: raising cattle, maintaining the fences, and planting crops.

Isidoro recognizes the positive impact the Limay Community Carbon Project has brought to him and his community. The ecosystem service payments have given him the funds to hire extra hands during the planting season. His family is also excited about the environmental and economic benefits that the project has brought to their farm. Isidoro can now see a forest growing! The project has also enabled them to buy sturdier fences and raise healthier crops.

He hopes that the Limay Community Carbon Project will continue in the region for a long time, as it is such an important source of employment and positive change in the community. He will stay with the project as long as he lives, and assures that his family will carry on after him.